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TNTPOTMjriTION 

The increasing use of fertilizers throughout the world is too well- 

documented lor any need to repeat or to dwell on at this time. One 

important aspect of this burgeoning demand has been the derived demand 

for sulfuric acid and our attention will be focused on the production 

of the enormous amounts of sulfuric acid required and one means of re- 

ducing the pollution inherent in this production. 

Today, in the western world, over 50% of all sulfuric acid consumed is 

used to make fertilizers. Most of this acid is utilized in the manu- 

facture of the phosphate-based fertilizers. To put this in another per- 

spective, total sulfuric acid production in the world went over 100 

million metric tonnes for the first time in 1972. About 33% of this 

total is used in the manufacture of these fertilizers.1 

Thus, the generation of sulfuric acid is an important and a major step 

in the agri-chemical industry. 
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I.     MANUFACTURE OF SULFURIC ACID AND ATTENDANT POLLUTION PROBLEMS 

The modern contact sulfuric acid process, by which over 98% of all acid 

is produced  today,  involves the oxidation of a stream of sulfur dioxide 

gas during one or more passes through a catalytic converter.    The sul- 

fur trioxide  gas produced  is then absorbed  in an oleum which   is finally 

diluted to an acid of desired strength.    The equilibrium bilance of 

the oxidation reaction is most  efficiently maintained   if  the sulfur 

dioxide stream is at about 410°  C; but,  conversion works fastest if 

the temperature is at about 600°  C.      A balance of inlet/out tempera- 

tures at various passes through the convr  ter  is achieved through an 

ingenious arrangement of gas-to-gas heat exchangers,  waste heat boil- 

ers, economizers,  and/or air preheaters.    Through the use of proper 

arrangement  of exchangers in which sulfur dioxide and sulfur trioxide 

are heated and cooled, efficiency of 97 - 98% can be achieved;  i.e. 

only 2% or  3% of  the sulfur dioxide is passed beyond  the couver er and 

discharged through the stack into the atmospherf . 

The conversion rate of 97 - 98% obtainable in the conventional contact 

plant is equivalent to 20 - 85 pounds of sulfur dioxide emitted per ton 

of acid produced,  according to the Environmental Protection Agency in 

the United States.    The average is about 40 pounds per ton and, even 

when the plant is running at lined-out conditions, in other words, 

smooth operation after start-up problems have been overcome, about 27 

pounds of S02 per ton of acid produced is considered optimum.      Stated 
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another way, this represents an emission rate of about 2000 ppm and 

was the standard accepted by most state governments in the United States 

prior to the passage of the Clean Air Act of 1970. 

II.  POLLUTION CONTROL STANDARDS AND TECHNIQUES IN THE UNITED STATES 

The national standards adopted in 1970 •'.. the United States called for 

emission levels in new sulfuric acid plant construction to be held at 

four pound« per ton of acid produced, equivalent to 300 ppm. This 

assumed a conversion efficiency of about 99.7%. Existing acid plants 

were to come into compliance within a few years and had then to operate 

at a 6.5 pound per ton emission rate, a conversion efficiency of 99.5% 

or 500 ppm. These standards assumed the highest verifiable level of 

conversion to be found anywhere in new plant construction. The stand- 

ards assumed, also, that all of the known pollution control devices 

would be used and even then acid producers were hard-put to feel that 

these conditions could be met on a regular basis.* 

The main weapon used in fighting for lower emission levels is the 

double-absorption principal, also called the double-catalysis process 

or the inter-pass absorption principal. In the plant utilizing this 

route, some of the sulfur trioxide is absorbed from the process stream 

before the final conversion pass. This permits oxidation of even more 

S02 in the final passes and the conversion efficiencies of 99.5% to 

99.7% are possible. This level is high enough to comply with E.P.A. 

regulations in the United States. A prominent feature of the double- 
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catalysis plant is the addition of one or more large gas-to-gas heat 

exchangers in the inter-pass stream. The3e exchangers heat the gas 

stream after absorption to keep it from condensing. The heating reagent 

in these exchangers is the sulfur trioxide gas mixture from the converter, 

As can be seen, the ability of all systems to run at designed parameters 

is vital in the operation of the double-absorption plants. The many 

large heat exchangers are no exception to this rule. According to a 

spokesman for the industry, 

"Particular attention must be paid to design of heat 

exchanger equipment."^ 

The reason for this is apparent. 

The efficiency of the conversion process depends upon (among other 

things) the inlet/outlet temperatures of the gas stream at the various 

conversion passes. The design of the interpass unit is particularly 

critical as condensation of the acid stream at this point must be avoid- 

ed to prevent catastrophic destruction of downstream equipment. The 

tubing in the tube and »hell exchangers, if nade of unprotected carbon 

atMl, will scale very rapidly at the working temperatures in the gas 

streams to which they are exposed. If these tubes do scale, several 

damaging conditions result: 
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1. The plant must be shutdown periodically to remove the 

scale contamination. Not only is this expensive but: 

shutdown and start-up periods are those of greatest 

emissioi( I'-els. 

2. The formati cm of scile. impvJi-.s 1,^.. transfer reducing 

conversion efficiency. Thi, to«, increases costs ami 

SC>2 emission levels. 

3. The scale Increases pressure drop in the unit, causing 

a further loss of efficiency. 

All of these are to be avoided if a plant is to continue to operate as 

originally designed. 

III. THE ALONIZING PROCESS AND ITS APPLICATION 

The best way found to eliminate scale formation on the heat exchanger 

tubes is to have the tubes aluminized. Aluminizing can be performed 

by hot dipping the tube into a bath of molten aluminum, spray m..-tally- 

ing the surface of the tube with aluminum or diffusing aluminum into the 

surface of the tube. Spraying or dipping results in a layer of pure alu- 

minum on top of the steel. The layer may or may not have voids depend- 

ing on the condition of the surface of the tubing before aluminizing and 

the technique used in applying the aluminum. Also, these methods result 

in a condition in which a temperature runaway could result in a melting 

away of the aluminum protection (at temperatures of about 1300' F (704°C) or 
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above).    Finally, these methods of aluminizing are not capable of in- 

suring the integrity of the coating of inside surfaces of long tubes of 

small diameter. 

The Alonizing method overcomes all these difficulties. The process is 

a pack cementation operation during which aluminum, in a high tempera- 

ture vapor phase, is diffused into the surface of the tubing. The re- 

sultant diffusion zone, since it is not a coating but is rather a true 

alloy, cannot be lost through accidentally scraping, scratching, abrad- 

ing or melting away.    The diffusion zone, which can protect both the 

inside and the outside surfaces of the tubing,  is about 0.010" minimum 
0.254M 

thickness and has an aluminum content on the surface of about 55%, 

making the tubes impervious to sulfide scaling.    Fig. 1.    Alonized 

tubes, which are generally ASTM A-178, Grade A welded boiler tubes for 

sulfuric acid plant exchangers, cost considerably less than stainless 

tubes and will resist scaling and sulfidation better than stainless 

steels.    Additionally, Alonized carbon steel has about 2-1/2 times the 

thermal conductivity of stainless steel tubing. 

Sine« Alonifsd tubes will not scale, several important economies can 

be realised.    First of all, it is never necessary to shutdown the plant 

to clean the exchanger.    In acid plants equipped with unprotected carbon 

steel tubes, cleaning becomes necessary every 2 - 5 years.    The sii« of 

th. exchangers built today will make it impossible to remove all the 

sulfide scale even during a full plant shutdown. 
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M^mrtiil., th. accu.ul.tion of .cal« whil. th. plant i. on .tr.a. vili 

lowr .fficLncy through r.duc.d h«t tran.f.r mn b.for. th. condi- 

tio« ells for . plant .hutdown.   Th. lo., of «fficiancy can b. d.tri- 

-nt.l to th. conv.r.ion r.t. .nd c.n b. . contributing factor to .quip- 

•rat breakdown and increased «daiion l.v«l.. 

Aloni«.d tub.. .r. found in plant, in tw.lv. countri.. .nd on .vary 

contient in th. world but th.y h.v. b.«n u..d «o.t fr.qu.ntly, .inc. 

th. Ut. I960'., in th. Unifd St.t...    Th. n..d for th. u.. of th... 

-.t«ri.l. ha. b.«n «nl.r,«d m th. Unit«! Stat., by th. pa..«g. 0f th. 

CI-« Air Act of 1970 which in .ff.ct «d. n.c....ry th. u.. of th. 

doubl.-ab.orption proc... pl«»t with th. larg. hMt axchang.r .l««t. 

involve. 

Th. fir.t two doubl.-c.taly.i. plant, built in th. Unit«! Stata, both 

«Md Aloni«* tub«., a. ha. bo«« tru. of almo.t all .ub..,u«»t plant, 

built in that country.   A third plant *»• r.built to ccply with th« 

CIM» Air Act at th« b^ianing 0f If70 whoa th« .ff.ct. of th. l.gi.- 

Ution v.r. fir.t b«ing f.lt. 

It would b. iaatructi*. to ittaiM thoM fir.t thr«« plant, in MM da- 

tali. 

A.   ML Iaduatrl«. 

Th. Titaniu. PlgMnt. DiwUloa of ML Induatri« (foraarly National 

Uad Coaçaay) oporatod an «cid plant la St. ioni«, KUaoarl.   Facod 
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vith a difficult pollution problem and threatened with a multi-million 

dollar suit because of noxious stack emissions, management decided to 

contract for a completely redesigned unit. The plant, enginep-ed and 

built by Davy "owergas (then Wellman-I.urd), utilises the Luigi process 

for its double-absorption principal. '!he total p^ant cost was well 

over $5 million and capacity is 300, >'.()0 tons ¡.e - annum. 

Prior to installation of the double-absorption plant in St. Louis, 

NL Industries had used Alonlzed tubes in the hot exchangers of their 

metallurgical acid plants in ali other locations. Many of these tubes 

had been in use for years.  This company had first tried spray-metall- 

iied tubes but with limited success. Then Alonized tubes were used 

and had been running clean and without scale for over ten years at the 

time of the St. Louis construction. 

Four years after the installation of the double abso. pt. ,i pUnt there 

is still no evidence of any scaling of the tubes in rhf Ml ]n.i: ,: es 

operation in St. Louis. 

B. American Cyanaald 

Cyanauid'a Warners plant, rated at 210,000 ton. per annum capacity, waa 

the first installation in this country to utilize the Bayer double- 

absorption process, licansad to Monsanto Enviro-Chea System«. It is an 

elemental sulfur burning plant. Building permits for this plant ware 

issued by th. .tate of New Jersey, prior to the passage of the National 
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Clean Air Act; but,  the New .Jersey require„e„ts „ere such that any pro- 

spective sulfuric acid plants had to embody the latest available ad- 

vances in pollution control equipment and technics before construction 

licenses could he granted. 

This plant „as designed to ho.d sulfur dioxide emissions to less than 

500 pp.,  thus achieving a conversion efficiency rating of ».H and put 

th« plant in full compliance with the strictest version of the national 

act.    This plant has no» been in operation for over five years with 

Alonized exchanger tubing and emission rates on the order of 230 Pp„ are 

being achieved on a regular basis.    There ha, been no scale .„cumulation 

In the heat exchanger since this plant wa. on stream. 

C.    Olin Corporation 

Th. third plant was brought into compliance with the Clean Air Act by 

Olin Corporation in Paulsboro, New Jer.ey.    The factory was an old one 

vh.n purch...d by Olin and emissions were so bad that they sometimes 

Interfered with normal activity at Philadelphia's International Airport 

across the river from Paulsboro. 

Th« .xi.ting exchanger, v.r. r.tub.d with Aloniied .teel tubing and a 

•odium .«lfit.-bi.ulfit. .crubbing .y.t«. and mi.t tr..t.r. were put in 

pl»c. to r.duct opacity of .tack «mission«. 

Thi. co.bin.tion of pollution control d.vic. v.. .«cc.fui in «chltv. 

lag convr.io» r.t«. of 99.5X .„d put thi. pUnt, .l.o.  in celiane. 
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vith th« Clean Air Act of 1970. 

Since this time, some 32 other acid plants, most producing sulfuric acid 

to make the phosphatic fertilizers, either have gone on stream or are in 

the process or being constructed using Alonizrd tubes in the appropriate 

heat exchangers. 

IV.    FABRICATING TECHNIQUES 

Heat exchangers and other components involving the use of Alonized 

•ateríais can be fabricated and assembled by use of standard prac- 

tices. 

Most of the ga«-to-gas heat exchangers In use in the sulfuric acid 

industry are assembled through the use of rolling techniques.     In 

general, normal standard practice,  as called for in the TEMA (Tubular 

Exchanger Manufacturers Association)   specifications are used even 

though the exchangers  involved do not fall within the framework of the 

TEMA design.    The processer will protect  the outside end of the tube 

where it passes into the tubesheet so that there is no aluminum diffu- 

sion in that area and so that roller expanding is performed on bare 

««tal.    This helps to insure a good seal and ease of fabrication and 

•sseably.   Tha fabricator should confine his rolling activities to th« 

«rea of the tube covered by the thickness of the tubesheet and not per- 

mit any free expansion to occur.   Pig. 2. 

Since th« Aloniiing operation cause« a «light dimensional growth of 
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th. out.id. of the tub., . con..n.u. of »anuf.cturerà has co»e up with a 

.ug,..t.d li.t of hoi. .!«.. for vari0U8 tube diaenslon8>    These have 

b.« found to provide n.c....ry clearance for the assembly operation 

«id .Lo provide a good fit for the tubes when they are rolled. 

Appendix I, «titled »The Roller Expanding of Alonised Tube." and 

App.ndix II .ntitled "Sugge.ted Tube.h.et Hole Size. To Be U.ed With 

Aloni..d Tub..», ar. . P.rt of thi. paper .„d review proper technique. 

for rolling and augg.ated .i.e. for drilled hoi... 

Will, rolling i. «,.t co^mly u..d, wldin, of Alonized cc*pon.nt. can 

b« p-rfor^d without d«.g. to th. int.grity of th. diffu.ion zone ad- 

vent to th. weld.    In thi. regard, it i. laport.nt to rWB€ab.r that 

th. iron-.l«alnu. I««, i. . tru. alloy «id, th.r.fore, the aluainu. 

CM»ot b. lo.t through -Itlng .. would be th. c... during wlding with 

oth.r «l«ain«ing op.r.tion..    Th. only pr.c.ution that .u.t be taken i. 

to b. .ur. that th. infrf.c. of th. w.ld «a. i. fra. of aluwinu« be- 

for. th. welding op.r.tion i. .t.rfd.   Alonizing .hould be left off th. 

"" ¥hlch ¥lU •"»»••quOTtly baco«, th. .ub.tr.te of th. weld to take 

•ur. no »tra*,» .luta«, i. pr.im.   Th. r.aion for thl- 1§ ^ ^^ 

m- In the int.rf.c. will be dilut.d into th. w.ld it..lf c.u.ing . 

chaag. in the weld ch.ract.ri.tic. 

V.    COHCLÜ8I« 

with th* larga lncr«*M la for iulfuric «eld occasionai by th. 
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ever-greater need for the phosphate-bassd  fertilizers,   the potential 

for sulfur dioxide emission and pollution becomes ever-more a problem. 

Regulatory agencies throughout the world are interested  in holding air 

quality standards as high as possible,  and,   to this on   ,   have  imposed 

very strict  standards on the permissible emission  lev, Js.     In order to 

achieve these levels,  it is essential that the plant be designed and 

run at optimium conditions throughout insofar as clean and  efficient 

service is concerned.    The operation of the gas-to-gas exchangers can 

be maintained at a level of high efficiency and economy of operation 

throughout the useful life of the plant if the tubes in the exchangers 

have been Alonized.    Since this approach also involves an economy 

in initial purchase price over the next-best material,   it has rome 

into general use throughout the world for modern contact sulfuric 

acid plant construction. 
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utilizes automatic control of the tube expansion rother than depending on the skill of the 
operator for consistent results.   Furthermore, because of the substantial variations in hole 
diameters and tube wall thicknesses normally encountered in the fabrication of tubular heat 
exchanges, roiling processes which are designed to produce consistent tube inside diameters 
in the expanded region will necessarily result in overexpanded ¡oints (in cases of thick- 
walled tubes and/or small holes) and/or underexpanded ¡oints (for thin-walled tubes and/or 
large holes).   Therefore, the rolling technique used shall be one which automatically con- 
trols the degree of expansion, by, in effect, limiting the torque transmitted to the rolls, 
independently of moderate variations in tube and hold dimensions. 

4.1    CALIBRATION OF EXPANDER CONTROL 

Past experience with commercially available automatically controlled tube expanders 
has indicated that there is sufficient variation among nominally identical control devices and 
expanding tools so that control settings cannot be established in odvonce but must be deter- 
mined on the ¡ob, with the particular combination of controller and gun to be used in produc- 
tion.   The recommended calibration procedure is as follows: 

1. For approximately ten or more of the tube ends, carefully measure the 
average tube I.D., the average tube O.D., and the average tubesheet 
hole diameter. 

2. For each of the tube ends, calculate the desired tube I.D. after rolling, 
using the equation 

dj' =D-(1 -x)(do-d¡) 

where d;' = tube I.D. after rolling 

D » diameter of hole 

d0 = tub« O.D. before rolling 

d| = tube I.D. before rolling 

x     «the predetermined fractional reduction in wall 
thickness. 
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Th. valu« ofx is, to som« degree, dependent on th« joint material and 
dimensions, but th« valu« of .04 hos b««n found to glv. good r.sults 
over a wide rang« of tub« joint parameters. 

3. S«t th« «xpand«r control ot o levi which, based on poit «xp.ri.nc«, wil 
und.r.xpond somewhat. ' 

4. Expand on« tub«, m«aiur« th« overage I.D. in th« expanded rogion, and 
compart th« measurement with th« valu« of d; calculated for that tub« in 
•top 2. 

5. 

6. 

If th« tub« it und«r«j<panded, adjust th« control for a larger torque and 
repaat ,rep 4    If It ¡«propyl y .xpanded or over.xponded, go on to th« 
n«xt tub«, adjuiting th« control accordingly. 

Who« the resulti for several consecutive tubes indicate that th« proper 
control wrtlng, bos been found, production expanding can proc.ed without 
further dimensional checks.   The remaining measured tubes can b« used to 
chock th« sotting occasionally.  This con be on important quality control 
rool, especially when th« number of tubes to be rolled is large, since tool 
wear and oth«r faeton can off «et th« control accurocy. 

4'2   ADDITIONAL RECOMMENDATION 

of e Ji'^^í? °./tH
4
Cü|!0r •xrr,,r* I00* for *"»*»*Ion runi, the manufacture should, 

of cours«, lotitfy hbnwlf that th« tool is capabl« of consistent Deformane« oy«r long produc- 

«¡LIT*!? ,\n?.awlr ""Vl• * n0m,°l vorlo,,°"« }" tool temperature (which may in- 
aXTitt^' «1L7 ?'ÎT ?? •'•€îrkrtor *"»>< •»' ***V PN« (for air molar guns), 
and/ or other variable factors inherent in the production situation. 

i» l,JAri!i*r,ï2îr Íth# *!***" r0,U '* ••MnHal t0 «>"»*•"» Performance os well as 
Lí* Ï°L |W

M,•|
rt,• «^ *««facWs r.commended lubricant should normally be 

L ?. lT*moc!,U» oM » • w^« »•»*•• cutting oil will usually work well. Lubricant con 
b« applied directly to «och fuba I.D. prior to rolling. In addition, th« rolls should be washed 
frequently to romov« m«tal chips and occumuloted dirt partici««. 
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4.3   THE ROLLER EXPANDER 

The expander roll length should be ot least I/16" shorter than the tubeshtet thickness— 
never longer. 

If the correct roll length is not available, remove the rolls from the expander and 
grind them to reduce the diameter at the areas that protrude beyond the tubesheet.   Note on 
Fig. 1, the rollers have been mochined so that the full original diameter lies within the 
tubesheet hole. 

Far tubes that extend beyond the open face of the tubesheet, a thrust col lor that fits 
over the tube must be used.   The thrust collar positioned against the tubesheet face will 
accurately locate the expanding rolls within the tubesheet hole. (Fig. 2) 

THRUST S 

COLLAR 
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If tho txponoV Is nor «quippod with thrust col lor (Fig. 3), a tubular spoctr mov b. 
impcovl^ with an in,«. dio,.n.ion ^Wcfot to occpt th! tub. «TonïwItT^ 
longth to ploct rollt accurately within th« tub«sh««t hoi«. 

TUBULAR 

SPACER 

••]»jwpor»ont that fro« «xpantion boyond tho tubtirwot b« ovokM.   felling or 
flaring of rko fubt «odi I« not r«comm«no«d.   How.•, If tfcfo oporotlcn is actuary, proof 
rolling tochnlqu.» for th« particular rub« lit« will b« furnish* by Alon. 

fev. 4-I-74 
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SUGGESTED TUBE SHEET HOLE SIZES 
TO BE USED WITH HPNIZED TUBES 

Alonizing will alter the dimensions of the tubing being processed.   Thus manufacturer« 
have found it convenient to enlarge slightly ihe recommended TEMA tube sheet hole sizes 
to accommodate Alonîzed tubes.   The following tube/hole size combinations have been found 
to be most convenient by many manufacturers: 

Tube nominal O.D. 
bifore Alonlzino. 

I" to 1-1/2" inclusive 

Over 1-1/2" to under 2" 

2" to under 2-1/2" 

2-1/2" to under 3" 

3" to 4" inclusive 

Tvfr? TTÌfTÌ KoU «JrîlleKi tlxe) 

Tube nominal O.D. before Alonizing plus .034" 

Tube nominal O.D. before Alonizing plus .036" 

Tube nominal O.D. before Alonizing plus .038" 

Tube nominal O.D. before Alonizing plus .040" 

Tube nominal O.D. before Alonizing plus .043" 

All tolerance+.003"    -.007' 

These suggested combinations ore mode based upon the assumption that the tube sheet hole 
will not be grooved.   If grooved holes ore to be used, please contact Alon for their suggestions. 
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i    i   i • . < 

Py-i>-: 

Figure 1 

Alonized Carbon Steel 
100 x 

Nital Etched 

Diffusion Zone 

laae Metal 

Figur« 2 

Cut «way Tie* of Alon- 
la«4 tub« ready for roll- 
ing.   Not« uaAlonlMd «ad 
In contact with tubaahoet. 
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